“We will export our revelation throughout the
world… until the calls ‘there is no god but Allah
and Muhammad is the messenger of Allah’ are
echoed all over the world.”
~ Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini ~

Terrorist Attack
of the Week
Diversity is our terror
New York City is an incredibly diverse place. Here, an Uzbek Muslim
immigrant in on a visa diversity lottery can run over Argentinian tourists,
an Egyptian-Palestinian Muslim can shoot a Danish musician on the
observation deck of the Empire State Building, Saudi Muslims can fly planes
into the World Trade Center killing people from 77 countries, an Afghan
Muslim can plant pressure cooker bombs in Chelsea, a Lebanese Muslim
can open fire on a van of Jewish students and a Pakistani-Kuwaiti and Iraqi
Muslim can bomb the World Trade Center.

http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/268300/diversity-our-terror-danielgreenfield

Jihad Rears Its Head Again, with Democrats
Enabling
If Saipov didn't bring his Muslim radicalism with him from Uzbekistan and
was radicalized here, then how? At his Paterson, New Jersey
mosque? Saipov, his wife, and his two kids occupy an apartment next to
the mosque. Jihad Watch claims that the NYPD had the mosque under
surveillance – until a "feminist Sharia Law advocate & liberal activist named
Linda Sarsour" pressured the department to stop.
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2017/11/jihad_rears_its_head_ag
ain_with_democrats_enabling.html

NYPD Monitored Terrorist’s Mosque but Sarsour
Convinced then to stop
Back in 2014 the New York Police Department dropped a program that
monitored potential suspects of Islamic extremism. Created in 2005, the
program was pretty cut and dry: plain clothed detectives were sent out to
mosques and gathering places for Muslims to see if anyone was pushing
extremist rhetoric on the community.
The left's go-to talking point after these types of attacks is
always "Islamophobia". If they can't blame guns [like Hillary and her calls
to ban "silencers" after the Vegas attack], they'll distract from the tragedy
by turning the tables and making victims out of the community that
surrounds the attackers. Linda Sarsour made that same point in 2014
when she convinced the NYPD to stop investigating possible
Islamic extremists. Yesterday millions of people in New York should
have realized she was wrong. Hopefully they got the message.
https://kprcradio.iheart.com/featured/the-pursuit-ofhappiness/content/2017-11-01-nypd-monitored-terrorists-mosque-butsarsour-convinced-them-to-stop/#.WfpEL6NH5At.facebook

Patrick Dunleavy with Tucker Carlson: Police
Practice was Sacrificed for Political Correctness
Until yesterday afternoon probably against all odds, New York City had
enjoyed 16 years without anyone being killed by Islamist violence. Could
this latest bloodshed have been prevented with different law enforcement
practices? You hate to ask that question, but it arises in this case because
in 2005 the NYPD created a report, radicalization in the West is a
homegrown threat it was called, and it laid out how U.S. Muslims could
become radicalized. But that guide was subsequently denounced as
Islamaphobic. The De Blasio administration purged it in 2016 in response
to a lawsuit by, you will be surprise, the ACLU.
https://www.investigativeproject.org/6876/patrick-dunleavy-with-tuckercarlson-police#av896

Discussion with Dr Bill Warner on NYC jihad attack
If we could judge the judges, Bill Warner gets a 10. Thanks again Vlad Great interview!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBWIwHXLOms

CANADA
CBC, Left-fascists try and fail to get Robert Spencer
banned from Canada
It is taken for granted that my opposition to jihad terror and Sharia
oppression makes me “far-right.” What, exactly, does it mean to be “farright”? It is meant to suggest that the person to whom the label is
attached is akin to Hitler, the quintessential far-right figure. But Hitler was
racist, anti-Semitic, genocidal, and against free society and the freedom of
speech. I am against all racism, strongly pro-Israel, and a consistent
proponent of societies that uphold the freedom of speech and the equality
of rights of all before the law. So how can both Hitler and I be “far-right”?

It’s just a smear term; if the CBC were a remotely responsible news
agency, it would not use it.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/10/left-fascists-try-and-fail-to-getrobert-spencer-banned-from-canada

CBC: From Noble Nationalist Institution to
Deceitful Scrum-of-the-Earth Criminal by Dan
Murray
CBC Reporter Kathleen Harris’ article demonstrates once again that the
CBC has betrayed its nationalist founders and their mission. It has joined
forces with Trudeau who is as complete a fool and anti-nationalist as any
politician that Canada has ever seen. With some exceptions, the CBC has
degenerated into an anti-nationalist, parasitic, deceitful organization which
deserves to be treated as the true scrum of the earth and held in utter
contempt.
http://www.eurocanadian.ca/2017/11/cbc-from-noble-nationalistinstitution-to-deceitful-fake-news.html

Civil society must step up to counter hate
The only organization that has been consistently monitoring hate groups
across Canada is Anti-Racist Canada (ARC), which has been an invaluable
resource to media, law enforcement and activists. For the past 20 years,
ARC has documented the activities of neo-Nazi groups and is now exposing
the connections between today’s anti-Muslim movement and established
white supremacy groups. However, ARC is a blog and a passion project —
it’s under resourced and it misses things all the time.
Hey Bernie Farber – when are you going to have your comrades-in-arms at
the ARC start investigating Mosques and the anti-Semitic hate speech
spewed out every Friday afternoon – or Black Lives Matter – or ANTIFA
who are nothing more than thugs. They are the hate groups. They are the
ones who need to be investigated. And how about George Soros who
funds them? You talk about hatred Bernie. Take a good hard look at the

people you stand behind. You are the enemy – not the patriotic citizens
who are trying to protect this country.
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contributors/2017/10/26/civil-society-muststep-up-to-counter-hate.html

Canadian teen convicted of Manhattan terror plot
takes on Omar Khadr's legal team
After a year of strange back-and-forth, a Canadian teenager convicted of
plotting to bomb the New York subway and Times Square has taken on a
new legal team linked to Dennis Edney, the celebrated Alberta lawyer who
acted for Omar Khadr.
http://nationalpost.com/news/world/canadian-teen-convicted-ofmanhattan-terror-plot-takes-on-khadr-linked-legal-team

Vancouver Imam Urges Congregants to Finance
Palestinian Terrorism
B’nai Brith Canada is calling for a Vancouver imam to be dismissed after
urging his congregation to give Palestinians “money, weapons and
expertise” and that it was “an individual duty that we all share their Jihad
and their struggle against the Zionists.” B’nai Brith is also demanding that
an inquiry be held into the actions of the Muslim Association of Canada
(MAC) and its Vancouver mosque, which promoted the imam’s remarks by
sharing the offensive sermon on its official YouTube channel.
http://www.bnaibrith.ca/vancouver_imam_urges_congregants_to_finance_
palestinian_terrorism

Senator Frum’s Speech in the Senate on the Third
Reading of S-219: An Act to deter Iran-sponsored
Terrorism, Incitement to Hatred, and Human
Rights Violations
Bill S-219 is grounded in a moral and ethical purpose: and that is to
monitor one of the most malign nations in the world and to calibrate our

nation’s sanctions accordingly. Bill S-219 requires the Government of
Canada to publish an annual report on Iranian sponsored terrorism and
human rights abuses.
http://www.lindafrum.ca/Senator_Frum/Speech_on_S219__An_Act_to_deter_Iransponsored_terrorism,_incitement_to_hatred,_and_human_rights_violations.
html

Motion M-103
Oh Canada, Who Stands on Guard for Thee? - The
Not-So-Hidden Agenda Behind Motion M-103
Canada’s aggressive multiculturalism is backed by an official
Multiculturalism Act. Religious accommodation has become the norm (the
most grating example of which might be widespread Muslim prayer in
allegedly secular public schools) and is often enforced by extrajudicial
human rights tribunals whose liberal definition of hate and discrimination
strike some as practically an invitation to “lawfare” or “jihad by court.” It
costs a complainant nothing to make an accusation through a human rights
tribunal, even if the complaint is dismissed. The accused, in contrast, even
if acquitted, is left holding the bag in terms of stress, time, and often large
sums of money in legal fees. The weasel-word “Islamophobia,” designed to
conflate the criticism of Islam with discrimination against Muslims, is
already touted as a great evil to be resisted at Canadian schools, colleges,
universities, and other institutions. Motion M-103 gave it oxygen; a followup bill would give it wings. Indeed, Canada is low-hanging fruit for the
stealth implementation of Sharia law in the West.
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2017/11/02/Oh-CanadaWho-Stands-on-Guard-for-Thee---The-Not-So-Hidden-Agenda-BehindMotion-M-103

Written Submission to the Heritage Committee by
Major (Ret'd) Catherine Campbell
In this written submission to the Heritage Committee, Major (Ret’d)
Catherine Campbell discusses the absurdity of the term “Islamophobia” and
illustrates the dangers to society when due diligence with regard to Islamic
radicalism is impeded by being labeled “Islamophobic.”
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/catherine-campbell-submission-chpc

The 81st Meeting of the Heritage Committee –
October 30, 2017
Posted here:
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/heritage-committee-october-30
And summary here:
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/heritage-committee

Don't use divisive term 'Islamophobia,' expert tells
MPs by Tarek Fatah
Committee chair Hedy Fry and Liberal MP Arif Virani seem to have a wellcoordinated plan on how to humiliate Muslims who do not fit their
stereotype of who we are. What happened when I testified was Fry
allowed Virani to stage an attack on me right at the end and then when it
came time for me to respond, Fry said, “Sorry, time is up.”
http://winnipegsun.com/opinion/columnists/fatah-dont-use-divisive-termislamophobia-expert-tells-mps/wcm/f4d4cdd9-2694-437b-a97e4b43b9df071e

The 82nd Meeting of the Heritage Committee –
November 1, 2017
Posted here:
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/heritage-committee-november-1
Summary here:
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/heritage-committee

Islamophobia
Accepting the notion of ‘Islamophobia’ means the
end of legitimate criticism of Islam. We cannot
allow de facto blasphemy to destroy our liberal
values.
The Left, committed to defending and empowering the most persecuted in
society, has provided fresh soil for this conflation to sprout. To be more
precise, it is a section of the Left who, employing post-modernist world

views (seeing social phenomena in terms of power structures needing zerosum game responses) and harbouring Western guilt, see redressing social
inequities as so important that it can validly – and even necessarily – justify
pulling the plug on so-called Western hegemony. Examples include
denouncing liberal principles such as free speech.
https://conatusnews.com/islamophobia-wrong/

What if Home Depot has refused to rent a truck to
Sayfullo Saipov?
Imagine now that you were the clerk at Home Depot when Saipov came in
to rent his truck. You notice his beard, his demeanor, his overall
appearance. The vehicular jihad attacks in London, Paris, Berlin, Brussels,
Nice, Jerusalem, Ohio State University and so many other places flash
across your mind. It occurs to you that the man standing before you
wanting to rent a truck could be intending to mow down non-Muslim
pedestrians with it. You may even have heard about the Islamic State’s
directive to Muslims to use, for vehicular jihad attacks, exactly the kind of
truck that Saipov wants to rent. But then you stop yourself. You admonish
your inner voice. “You can’t think this way,” you tell yourself. It’s racist. It’s
bigoted. It’s Islamophobic.
to Facebook247Share to TwitterShare to More80Share to Print
http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/268297/what-if-home-depot-hadrefused-rent-truck-sayfullo-robert-spencer

Immigration-Migration
Who Needs a Functional Refugee Policy in a
Borderless World?
If you want to know how Justin Trudeau views the nation, then read the
words spoken by Serge Bouchereau, the organizer of an event outside
Montreal’s Olympic Stadium to welcome Haitian asylum-seekers. “This is a

vast, rich country that can welcome many, many more people who are in
bad situations and can’t stay in their countries.”
How many more you ask? The sky is the limit and the queue is endless.
No problem. After all, who needs a functional refugee and immigration
policy in a borderless world?
http://www.thesocialcontract.com/artman2/publish/tsc_28_1/tsc-28-1murray.shtml

Freedom of Speech
Germany: Full Censorship Now Official
A new German law introducing state censorship on social media
platforms came into effect on October 1, 2017. The new law requires social
media platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, to censor their
users on behalf of the German state. Social media companies
are obliged to delete or block any online "criminal offenses" such as libel,
slander, defamation or incitement, within 24 hours of receipt of a user
complaint -- regardless of whether or the content is accurate or not. Social
media companies receive seven days for more complicated cases. If they
fail to do so, the German government can fine them up to 50 million euros
for failing to comply with the law.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11205/germany-official-censorship

Tariq Ramadan
Islam’s Harvey Weinstein by Bruce Bawer
For years, close observers of Ramadan have been well aware that despite
his pretense to moderation, he's a wolf in sheep's clothing. It's not really
that hard to figure out. He openly supports sharia law. He openly supports
female genital mutilation and the stoning of women. He's reportedly on the
payroll of the terrorist-funding rulers of Qatar. Needless to say, Ayari has
all my sympathy. I only hope that this traumatic chapter in her life will help

her to understand that to free yourself from Salafism while continuing to
identify as a Muslim is an act of folly – an example of sheer self-delusion.
The simple, life-or-death lesson that Henda Ayari should take from her
experience with Tariq Ramadan is, quite simply, that there is no freedom in
Islam – especially for women – and that to pretend otherwise can be fatal.
http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/268257/islams-harvey-weinsteinbruce-bawer

Oxford allows accused rapist Tariq Ramadan to
continue teaching: “We must protect Muslim
students”
Director of the Middle East Centre Eugene Rogan said: “It’s not just about
sexual violence. For some students it’s just another way for Europeans to
gang up against a prominent Muslim intellectual. We must protect Muslim
students who believe and trust in him, and protect that trust.” Apparently
now at one of the foremost universities of the Western world, you can do
essentially anything, commit any crime, and suffer no consequences, as
long as disciplinary action against you might upset Muslims.
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contributors/2017/10/26/civil-societymust-step-up-to-counter-hate.html

The Enemy
AntiFa Terrorists in League with ISIS and Al Qaeda
An FBI report that stated, “There is clearly overwhelming evidence that
there are growing ties between U.S. radicals and the Islamic State, as well
as several [ISIS] offshoots and splinter groups.” Now damning new
evidence is being presented by veteran newsman Edward Klein. In this
book Mr. Klein presents convincing evidence that the AntiFa domestic
terrorists have held meeting with representatives of both ISIS and Al
Qaeda. He also reveals that members of the leftwing hate group have
traveled to Syria for training.

http://canadafreepress.com/article/antifa-terrorists-in-league-with-isis-andal-qaeda

America Crossing A Cultural Rubicon Into
Multicultural Conflict
If you look on Facebook, it appears that ANTIFA, La Raza, Moslem
Brotherhood, Black Lives Matter, Aztlan, CAIR and other violent multicultural
groups operating in America—cannot wait to change the face of the USA
into their vision of a perfect society. On November 4, 2017, ANTIFA plans
massive demonstrations and even riots to overthrow the U.S.
government. They threaten the White House and other governmental
offices.
https://newswithviews.com/america-crossing-a-cultural-rubicon-intomulticultural-conflict/

Investigation: Foundations Gave Millions To Groups
Accused Of Terror Ties
The Gates Foundation gave more than $1.3 million to Islamic Relief
Worldwide in 2014. The Gates Foundation, which did not reply to a
message seeking comment, told the MEF researchers that they currently
have no plans for future donations to Islamic Relief, but refused to commit
to not funding Islamic Relief in the future. The Gates Foundation told the
researchers they rely on the left-wing Southern Poverty Law Center in
determining whether a group the foundation is giving money to constitutes
a “hate group.” The SPLC is known for smearingmainstream conservative
organizations as “hate groups.”
http://dailycaller.com/2017/11/03/investigation-foundations-gave-millionsto-groups-accused-of-terror-ties/

Around the World
Germany
Germany: Violence Spirals in Refugee Shelters
Violent crime, including murder, rape and physical assault, is running
rampant in German asylum shelters, according to a leaked intelligence
report. German authorities, who appear powerless to stem the rising tide of
violence, have justified their failure to inform the public about the scale of
the problem by citing the privacy rights of the criminal offenders. A
maintenance man who worked in a refugee shelter reported 'mafia-like'
conditions. Refugees were required to pay for access to the electrical
sockets there."

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11264/germany-refugee-shelters

Israel
UN Launches $65M Legal Pogrom to Hunt Down
Israelis and Smear Israel as Criminal State
The United Nations has made a deal with the Palestinians to fund a $65
million legal pogrom directed at Israel. The party on the Palestinian side
was referred to as the "Government of the State of Palestine." More
specifically, the "United Nations System in the occupied Palestinian
territory" plans to pay eight UN bodies $64,838,510 between the years of
2018 and 2022 to hunt down individual Israelis and to smear Israel as a
criminal state.
https://pjmedia.com/trending/un-launches-65m-legal-pogrom-hunt-israelissmear-israel-criminal-state

Why Israelis are Successful Fighting Terror
As the most persecuted people in history, Jews have a large amount of
experience of living under threats to their very existence as a people and
surviving therm. The Israelis have used these experiences to chart a new
path and develop a new mental strength and determination that “never
again” will Jews timidly be led like a sheep to the slaughter. One of the
most popular Hebrew expressions which echoes daily in each Israeli’s mind
is: “Ain Brera” which means “there is no other alternative.” In other words,
the Jews in Israel will fight for their survival with their backs to the wall or
to the sea and with any means available and as long as it takes. After 2000
years of being the “wandering Jew,” fleeing persecutions to other places is
not an alternative.
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2017/11/why_israelis_are_succes
sful_fighting_terror.html#ixzz4xT6DjqVv

Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia Arrests 11 Princes, Including
Billionaire Alwaleed bin Talal
Saudi Arabia announced the arrest on Saturday night of the prominent
billionaire investor Prince Alwaleed bin Talal, plus at least 10 other princes,
four ministers and tens of former ministers. The sweeping campaign of
arrests appears to be the latest move to consolidate the power of Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman, the favorite son and top adviser of King
Salman.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/04/world/middleeast/saudi-arabiawaleed-bin-talal.html

United Kingdom
Council house 'bribes' for UK terror suspects:
Returning ISIS fighters are to be offered taxpayerfunded homes and counselling to stop them
carrying out attacks in Britain
Terror suspects including jihadis returning from fighting in Syria are to be
offered taxpayer-funded homes, counselling and help finding jobs to stop
them carrying out attacks in Britain. The top-secret Government strategy,
codenamed Operation Constrain, could even allow fanatics to jump to the
top of council house waiting lists. Official documents seen by The Mail on
Sunday reveal that up to 20,000 extremists previously investigated by MI5
will be targeted with what critics last night described as ‘bribes’ aimed at
turning them away from extremism.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5027683/Council-house-bribes-UKterror-suspects.html

UK: Labour leader launches “Islamophobia
awareness month” with “extremist” Muslim group

Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn and a number of his MPs attended the launch
of “Islamophobia awareness month”. Another instance of tolerance for the
intolerable, in which a Western leader teams up with a hardcore Islamic
supremacist group to shove “Islamophobia” propaganda down the throats
of non-Muslims. The anti-Israel, pro-PLO terrorist-honouring Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn and a number of his MPs attended the launch of
“Islamophobia awareness month” with the group Muslim Engagement and
Development (MEND).
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/11/uk-labour-leader-launchesislamophobia-awareness-month-with-extremist-muslim-group

United States
Education Jihad: Promoting Islam in American
Schools
Oil-rich Arab-Muslim nations, including Saudi Arabia and its Muslim
Brotherhood cohorts, have used multiculturalism to target impressionable
youths in our public schools, promote Islam, and advance Islamic political
agendas. Under the subterfuge of promoting a multicultural educational
environment, these agents have replaced time-honored educational
materials of American ideals and historical perspectives with anti-American,
anti-Israel, anti-Judeo-Christian, and pro-Islamic rhetoric.
When President Trump recently presented the 2018 budget,
he recognized Title VI as a vehicle to promote anti-American, anti-Israel,
and pro-Islamic propaganda and eliminated its funding. It remains to be
seen if Congress implements his request and eliminates this insidious
program.
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2017/11/education_jihad_promot
ing_islam_in_american_schools.html

Pamela Geller, Heroine

I would encourage everyone to go to her site, and look at her Facebook
Page. And read her new book. It’s the cutting edge of a real war. She
has real information that is vital for us to win it. We can’t let random
people gun down gays in a night club, and we can’t allow them to
slaughter us with trucks. As she said tonight on Hannity, we have to
defeat the ideology in order to win. And she is a genuine heroine in our
day. A Joan of Arc, a combination of Esther and Deborah, and we need
more like her. And we need to join her in order to win.
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2017/11/pamela_geller_heroine.
html

Other Articles
Dawa: Sowing the Seeds of Hate
"The term 'dawa' refers to activities carried out by Islamists to win
adherents and enlist them in a campaign to impose sharia law on all
societies. The ultimate goal of dawa is to destroy the political institutions of
a free society and replace them with strict sharia." If Western leaders are
unable to fathom the danger posed by organizations such as Tablighi
Jamaat, iERA and ICNA, and, according to critics, others such
as CAIR and ISNA -- let alone do something about it, instead of endlessly
obsessing over "Islamophobia" -- Qaradawi could be proven right.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11283/islamic-dawa-hate

Despots are pushing the Arab world to become more
secular
The region’s authoritarians, who once tried to co-opt Islamists, now view
them as the biggest threat to their rule. By curbing the influence of clerics
they are also weakening checks on their own power. Still, many Arab
leaders seem genuinely interested in moulding more secular and tolerant
societies, even if their reforms do not extend to the political sphere. All of

the change is bittersweet for the region’s liberals, who want more political
openness, too. But Arab leaders are acting much like Kemal Ataturk,
Turkey’s dictator in the early 20th century, who abolished the caliphate and
sharia, and banned traditional garb, all while consolidating his own power.
https://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21730899-they-areconsolidating-their-own-power-process-despots-are-pushing

The Muslim world must confront the underlying
problems in Islamic theology
Muslim-majority countries also need to separate Mosque and State, to
better allow freedom of expression and protect their religious minorities.
Islam must be depoliticized: one’s religious decisions should be a personal
matter, rather than a force used to control the masses. Currently, the
Muslim world is in a dark age, where freedom of thought is absent. The
first step is to acknowledge that ISIS is indeed a Muslim problem that
needs to be dealt with by Muslims. If we fail to do so, we risk seeing the
lives of more people destroyed, both abroad and overseas.
http://nationalpost.com/opinion/the-muslim-world-must-confront-theunderlying-problems-in-islamic-theology

While American Muslims 'Brace for Backlash,' Here
Are the Real Victims of Islamic Terrorism
Don't let the media and Islam apologists spin this to deflect attention from
where good and evil lie.The leftist news media and Islam apologists, as
they do time and time again, have twisted this act of violent
jihad entirely into the kneejerk narrative about the mythical, coming, antiMuslim backlash which never, ever happens. In the perverse Progressive
hierarchy of victimology, Muslim-Americans who have been proven over
and over again to be in no danger in America (except from other Muslims
like Saipov) are treated like the victims of terrorism while the corpses and
wounded littering the Manhattan bike path are shrugged off as the
dispensable sacrifices we choose to make to promote "diversity."
http://www.truthrevolt.org/news/while-american-muslims-brace-backlashhere-are-real-victims-islamic-terrorism

Youtubes
Tomi Lahren: How Many More Americans Have to
Die Before We Throw Away the PC Garbage?
'Civilization jihad' isn't coming, it's already here.
http://insider.foxnews.com/2017/11/01/tomi-lahrens-final-thoughts-nycterror-attack-throw-away-pc-garbage

Islam - The Undeniable Truth - A quick lesson in
the history of Islam with Brigitte Gabriel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Jdv8kdhy4I
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